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View results

Janis Grevins 25:27
Time to complete

36

Respondent

First Name * 1.

Janis

Surname * 2.

Grevins

(e.g. GB Rapporteur (indicating the wave of the KICs), member of the Advisory Group/Executive Committee)

Specific role(s) in the Governing Board * 3.

Member of the Executive Committee, Member of the Advisory Group Higher Education, Member of the Advisory Group on Global Outreach, GB Rapporteur on 2nd
wave KICs

Please declare your interests and relationships at present and in the past two years.
Please make sure that all interests and relationships are indicated, considering the list of relevant entities provided by the EIT.

Management position, including membership of a managing body or equivalent structure

Economic Interests

Strategic Advisory position including membership of an advisory body

Employment or contractual relationship

Interests of close family members

Any other interests (incl. other membership or affiliation)

Type of Relationship * 4.
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Yes

No

Current * 5.

From - To

Past period 6.

April 2003- June, 2023

Name, location, type of organisation, field of activity

Entity concerned * 7.

Riga Technical University

Exact role/level and type of interest or relationship

Details of the declared interest * 8.

Director of Riga Business School at Riga Technical University
Member of Faculty Senate

Yes

No

Please indicate whether the relationship/interest may create a conflict of interest in line with Articles 5 and 6 of the Code of Conduct

Conflict of interest for the EIT activities  * 9.

If applicable, please indicate the KIC concerned, considering the list of relevant entities provided by the EIT.

If Yes, please provide any relevant complementary information * 10.

RTU participates in the activities of EIT Urban Mobility, EIT RawMaterials, EIT Food, however, in my work activities I have never been involved in the decision-making
and/or activities regarding EIT.

Yes

No, all my interests and relationships at present and in the past 2 years are indicated

Do you have any additional interests or relationships? * 11.

Please declare your interests and relationships at present and in the past two years. (2)
Please make sure that all interests and relationships are indicated, considering the list of relevant entities provided by the EIT.
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Management position, including membership of a managing body or equivalent structure

Economic Interests

Strategic Advisory position including membership of an advisory body

Employment or contractual relationship

Interests of close family members

Any other interests (incl. other membership or affiliation)

Type of Relationship * 12.

Yes

No

Current * 13.

From - To

Past period 14.

November 2022-current

Name, location, type of organisation, field of activity

Entity concerned * 15.

NGO "Higher Education and Science IT Shared Service Centre" (vpc.lv)

Exact role/level and type of interest or relationship

Details of the declared interest * 16.

I was Chair of the Board from November 2022- August 2023, and currently, I am the Director since August 2023.

Yes

No

Please indicate whether the relationship/interest may create a conflict of interest in line with Articles 5 and 6 of the Code of Conduct.

Conflict of interest for the EIT activities  * 17.

If applicable, please indicate the KIC concerned, considering the list of relevant entities provided by the EIT.

If Yes, please provide any relevant complementary information * 18.

VPC is not involved in any cooperation activities with EIT or KIC and/or participating in activities of projects financed by EIT..
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Yes

No, all my interests and relationships at present and in the past 2 years are indicated

Do you have any additional interests or relationships? * 19.

Please declare your interests and relationships at present and in the past two years. (3)
Please make sure that all interests and relationships are indicated, considering the list of relevant entities provided by the EIT.

Management position, including membership of a managing body or equivalent structure

Economic Interests

Strategic Advisory position including membership of an advisory body

Employment or contractual relationship

Interests of close family members

Any other interests (incl. other membership or affiliation)

Type of Relationship * 20.

Yes

No

Current * 21.

From - To

Past period 22.

Feb 2019-mar 2023

Name, location, type of organisation, field of activity

Entity concerned * 23.

NGO "Latvian IT Cluster" www.itbaltic.com

Exact role/level and type of interest or relationship

Details of the declared interest * 24.

Member of Non-Governing Advisory Board
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Yes

No

Please indicate whether the relationship/interest may create a conflict of interest in line with Articles 5 and 6 of the Code of Conduct.

Conflict of interest for the EIT activities  * 25.

If applicable, please indicate the KIC concerned, considering the list of relevant entities provided by the EIT.

If Yes, please provide any relevant complementary information * 26.

"Latvian IT Cluster" is not participating in the activities of any EIT funded projects.

Yes

No, all my interests and relationships at present and in the past 2 years are indicated

Do you have any additional interests or relationships? * 27.

Declaration

I have read the Code of Conduct of the EIT Governing Board and confirm that this declaration is truthful and complete, to the best of my knowledge.

I understand that the EIT reserves the right to request, in duly justified cases, further information and/or check the above statements within two years as
from the date of signature of the current Declaration of Interests

I hereby declare on my honour that: * 28.

Signature is replaced by electronic submission via a secure platform with identification.

Please date this form: * 29.

3/13/2024


